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Philippians 3:12-16: Press On 

Over the course of the last six months, I have been asked the same question in various forms by a wide 

range of people.  The truth is, I have had a ready answer to give, and it has left most all of the recipients 

looking as if they desire much more.  In turn, it has left me feeling as if I don’t have a good word to 

share.  I have been thinking and scratching up on this very question in my own soul.  You may be 

wondering ‘what is this great question, that must be so perplexing and multi-faceted?’  The answer may 

surprise you……the Christian community keeps asking “what do we do now? But really what do we do 

today, this week, what do we do right now?” I have heard this in small groups, prayer meetings, over 

meals, and from each generation.  The question, I believe, comes from the period of modern history we 

are living in. What I mean by that broad statement is probably obvious to all of us today!  We have 

issues at hand such as Covid and the suppression of worship, removing God from public schools, science 

being the highest, best, and only truth, efforts to remove the concept of gender, marriage and the family 

seen as not only outdated but in need of a redefinition just to name a few.  

Confusion and a lack of critical thinking is running rampant. A ready example is the effort 

towards removing gender but then we are to celebrate the first female VP.  That was not a political take, 

the point is how spellbinding this modern day is.   The culture in which we live is moving at a rapid pace.  

But, the rapid change is not what is driving the question, the sense of the foundation moving between 

our very feet is driving the question. The very tangible sense that the country in which we live is not only 

unfamiliar but that we flat out don’t agree with its norms is unsettling. 

The ready answer I had- is that the Christian need to only rest in God’s sovereignty and meditate 

upon the fact that nothing happening changes a single thing about who HE is or HIS attributes.  To me 

this is comfort. Yahweh is king, the one who rules the whole creation, controlling the whole course of 

nature and history. John Frame describes is this way  



To say that God’s controlling power is efficacious is simply to say that it always accomplishes its purpose. 
God never fails to accomplish what he set out to do. Creatures may oppose him, to be sure, but they 

cannot prevail. (Frame DG 47) 

Further bible verses: 

Gen 18:14 Is anything too hard for the Lord? 

Jer 32:27 Behold I am the Lord, the God of all flesh, Is anything too hard for me? 

Matthew 19:26 But Jesus looked at them and said “with man this is impossible, but with God all things 
are possible” 

Isa 29:16 You turn things upside down! Shall the potter be regarded as the clay, that the thing made 
should say of its maker, “he did not make me”, or the thing formed say of him who formed it, “he has no 

understanding”.   

When God expresses his eternal purposes through words, through his prophets, those prophecies will 

surely come to pass.  As easily as the potter molds his clay, making one vessel for one purpose and 

another vessel for another purpose, so God deals with people.  

Friends at the risk of agreeing with myself this is comforting!  Nothing is bigger than God and nothing 

will divert his purposes.  To remind our souls of this in the midst of our daily comings and goings is to be 

rooted and grounded by truth.  

And because it is God we are talking about, there is more, namely his attributes. God’s attributes are 

those without which he would not be God, they belong to him necessarily.  His attributes much like His 

name and image tell us who God really is. A brief list of some of God’s attributes include: 

• Holiness 
• Sovereignty 
• Transcendence 
• Immanence 
• Simplicity 
• Goodness 
• Omnipresence 

Our modern day, our period of history, and our culture cannot upend any of these attributes or lessen 
any of God’s-Godness.  SF “What makes God is his Godness” 

 



  To know that the foundation upon which I stand is fixed, not variable, is of a deep comfort and 

provides a sense of being resolute. To know that nothing is too hard for God and none of the creature’s 

circumstances can change the creator’s attributes is deeply grounding.  Yet, what I have come to realize 

from other brothers and sisters is that while these great doctrines are true there is a hunger for this to 

be fleshed out more.  Recently I was talking to Dave about our culture, and he summed it up very well 

simply stating that our culture is becoming “more pagan” each day.  That’s it!  This is the issue that is 

driving this question in so many Christian circles today. Let us look at this question more deeply in 

Philippians.  

 The book of Philippians is one of Paul’s more practical letters.  This letter is to a church of Paul’s 

own founding with which he is, on the whole, well pleased.  The letter is edifying in its quiet 

thanksgiving Paul sends to this church as he recalls their support of him and his ministry, he gently 

probes them in his giving and receiving of instruction – not the least of which is how he reflects, or 

dissents from, the expectations of his surrounding culture.  The letter shows us something of Paul’s 

satisfaction with this church who has made progress in the faith.  All the while, Paul is writing this letter 

from prison.  In this book Paul does list the following problems: 

• Believers facing challenges from outsiders 1:28-30 

• Paul recognizing their need for unity 2:1-4 

• Specifically pleads with two women to be at peace with one another 4:2 

• His exhortation for wholehearted service in connection with all not being well 1:27-2:18 

• Enemies of the cross of Christ 3:18 

But, none of these are the driving force of the letter. The major theme of this letter is that of pursuing 

Christlikeness and this is presented in 3:12-14. And the letter, in spite of his current imprisonment, has a 



joyful tone. It reminds me of Colossians 1:11 - May you be strengthened with all power, according to his 

glorious might for all endurance and patience with joy”. Lets begin to look  at this passage: 

12 Not that I have already obtained this or am already perfect, but I press on to make it my own, 

because Christ Jesus has made me his own.  

Theology has a term “the already but not yet”, which is descriptive of the Christian life.  The phrase 

speaks to the Christian’s reality of being wholly saved through salvation and Jesus’ work on the cross, 

yet we still live in the flesh and sin.  A few Christian paradoxical truths to illustrate are: 

• already adopted in Christ (Romans 8:15), but not yet adopted (Romans 8:23); 

• already redeemed in Christ (Ephesians 1:7), but not yet redeemed (Ephesians 4:30); 

• already sanctified in Christ (1 Corinthians 1:2), but not yet sanctified (1 Thessalonians 5:23–24); 

• already saved in Christ (Ephesians 2:8), but not yet saved (Romans 5:9); 

• already raised with Christ (Ephesians 2:6), but not yet raised (1 Corinthians 15:52). 

We are both a new creature with a new citizenship and a sinner journeying through this world awaiting 

our true home. One commentary used the analogy of an engagement.  All parties agree on what is to 

happen, and in a real sense the relationship has already taken that step, but until the wedding day, the 

full status of marriage is not at hand.  Just as the Christian already possesses every spiritual blessing in 

Christ, but we do not experience the fullness of these blessings yet.  Often, we hear of unbelievers 

criticizing Christians for their hypocrisy.  Yet the Christian knows this is exactly what we are, we are 

saved and are pursuing Christlikeness, yet we sin and fail! Paul used the analogy of a runner for the 

Christian life.  The believer had not reached his goal of Christlikeness, but just as in a race, he must 

continue to pursue it. I enjoy Triathlons and have participated in maybe a half a dozen of them.  I have 

noticed a pattern in myself with each race.  Even after all the training and preparation when I am 

roughly about 1/3 through the race, after the swimming is complete and I am early into the biking 



portion, I get a physical and mental sense of exhaustion.  For about five minutes I think “why did I do 

this” or “I should’ve trained harder”.  But, then something very interesting has happened each time.  

During the race I have the awareness to know when I am roughly halfway complete.  As soon as I hit the 

halfway point my energy and optimism all comes surging back – as each rotation of the bike tire or step 

in the running portion is getting me ever closer to the finish.  One of the things I like the most about 

Triathlons is how I get rewarded by simply continuing on. Paul wants us to see that the Christin life is like 

this.    

13 Brothers, I do not consider that I have made it my own. But one thing I do: forgetting what lies 

behind and straining forward to what lies ahead,  

In verse 13, we see the clarity and singularity of Paul’s disposition.  The one thing he does is press on 

towards sanctification.  My wife Erin often pokes fun at me for the way I end emails and texts.  I have 

been known to end both personal and work emails with the word “onward”, so much so, that at times 

she smiles at me and says “that is so you”.  My nephew is in college and doing well academically. 

Occasionally we get updates as to his good progress.  Each time I seek to praise and affirm him but 

typically end the text with some variation of “keep going”  or “keep the accelerator down” as to say 

Onward! From a personality standpoint I think I get what Paul is trying to say here.  He is trying to say 

Press On/Keep Going as it is the only thing we can do in the midst of the already but not yet.  Paul 

presses this point by making it be in the present tense as well.  He specifically calls out what lays behind 

and points to what lies ahead.  The point here is that we can neither rely on or bank on our previous 

Christian works or suffer in condemnation for past sins.  If we rely on our past actions as Christians, we 

are putting too much stock in our own merits and not in Christ alone by faith alone.  If we are sulking in 

condemnation, of which I admit as the side of the log I fall off of, we are doing a great discredit to 

Christ’s work on the cross and his disposition of love and grace towards us.  Paul is asking us to press on 

in the present, to strive towards Christlikeness today.  Frank Reich is the head football coach of the 



Indianapolis Colts and was a past President of Reformed Theological Seminary and a Pastor.  How easy 

can a guy be to root for?!  He has a saying with his players that I really like.  He tells them to “be here 

now”.  The point being, don’t get caught thinking about their record, the playoffs, or the Super Bowl, be 

committed to the process and the work at hand in the moment.  Paul is asking us the same thing.   

14 I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus. 

Seminary challenged my heart in many ways, but one that has stuck with me and I hope will continue to 

do so is the idea of obedience and specifically the word, striving.  Striving is a word that was used often 

in lectures, handouts, and assignments.  The reason for this is striving is one word we have that can kind 

of scratch at the reality of the “already but not yet”. How do I explain to my own heart that I am counted 

among those whose citizenship in heaven and yet I won’t make it until the end of this day without 

sinning?  How do I explain being an impatient and unkind father to my children while preparing a 

sermon?  How do I explain my succumbing to a specific sin once again?  How do I explain my heartfelt 

desire to be obedient to Christ and yet often pray confession my own independence?  It is explained by 

the “already but not yet”. The Christian is saved and has become the new man, but he is NOT home yet. 

1 Peter 2:11  Beloved, I urge you as sojourners and exiles to abstain from the passions of the flesh, 

which wage war against your soul. The word strive is defined as make great efforts to achieve or obtain 

something.  Paul is calling us to press on towards the goal of Christ’s second coming, he is calling us to 

strive.  Kevin DeYoung in his book, The Hole in our Holiness, which I highly commend to you, describes it 

this way.  

Christians work – they work to kill sin, and they work to live in the spirit.  They have rest in the gospel, 
but never rest in their battle against flesh and the devil.  The child of God has two great marks about 

him: he is known for his inner warfare and his inner peace. As gospel Christians, we should not be afraid 
of striving, fighting, and working.  These are good bible words.  God has made it possible for us to walk 

in holiness. But He has given us the responsibility of doing the walking” (Hole 89) 



It would be entirely biblical and awesome if on a Sunday morning when a brother or sister in Christ asks 

you how you are, you answer, “I am striving” “I have been striving” “striving for Jesus”. Meaning, I have 

been making great efforts to walk in holiness!  It would please Paul immensely if this became part of our 

church vocabulary and culture.  If we could in part become known as a group of strivers! Heck, it would 

please me if we printed a bunch of T-shirts, on the front it had Westwood’s logo and on the back it 

simply said “Striving”.   

When it comes to sanctification, we don’t’ just look to the Lord.  We don’t just get gripped by the 

Gospel.  We also work hard to be Holy.  

 15 Let those of us who are mature think this way, and if in anything you think otherwise, God will reveal 

that also to you.  

Paul avoids perfectionism by relating his own personal change from his faultless law-centered life to his 

present Christ-centered life (3:4–11) and by stressing that he has not already attained perfection in his 

race toward the goal of knowing Christ (3:12–14). Now he turns the entire concept of perfectionism on 

its head by asserting that “what characterizes perfection is not to consider oneself perfect.” Christian 

perfection “consists, stated paradoxically, in Christian imperfection, in running towards the goal.” This is 

why we need a savior because we can’t do it.  We become more by becoming less.  When we confess 

our faith to Christ, we are confessing our lack of perfection at the deepest level.  When we accept Christ 

and join the body of believers we then begin anew pressing on towards perfection, pressing on towards 

the goal.  The difference in these two approaches is not in the similarity of pursing perfection, it is in the 

dissimilarity of admitting it can only be attained through Christlikeness!  

16 Only let us hold true to what we have attained.  

Paul is asking the Philippians to stay in line, to be steadfast in their pursuit of Christlikeness. He is asking 

us to cling to who and what we already are.   Paul is reaching out in sincere affection, we get a glimpse 



of his heart, he wants his attitude to be an example of what ours ought to be. We are to imitate his pure 

zeal, fear of the lord, modesty, love, and the desire for unity.  He wants the Philippians to think the same 

thing and walk in the same way, and he desires doctrine to be that which they ought to harmonize from!      

The believer has union with Christ which is really the central truth of salvation. Over 200 times 

in Paul’s letters and more than two dozen times in John’s letters we see the expressions “in Christ”, “in 

the Lord”, or “in him”. Philippians 3:9 says we are found in Him! This union with Christ should guide our 

growth in Godliness. For starters it reminds us that the pursuit of holiness is also the pursuit of Christ.  

Paul doesn’t want us to be interested in being virtuous just to be good people.  He wants our first love 

to be Jesus.  Holiness is not ultimately about living up to a moral standard. Holiness is about living in 

Christ and living out of our real, vital union with him.  You see friends, once we begin to see and taste 

our union with Christ, we see that Paul is not asking us to be what we are not.  Paul is asking us to 

pursue what already IS.  The pursuit of holiness is a fight to live out the life that has already been made 

alive in Christ.  We strive after holiness because we are confident, we already belong to God, we strive 

to be who we already are.  

 This passage in Philippians today, titled in the bible “straining towards the goal”, speaks to the 

question being asked today “what are we to do?”  It is not feasible in a sermon to possibly address all 

the different issues, difficulties, and situational circumstances facing this congregation today. In my own 

household, we ask the same question “what are we to do?”  Specifically, my wife wonders if there is a 

day coming when the government will no longer allow us to teach our children the Gospel via 

homeschool. She rightly wants to do know what we ought to do about that now and if it should come to 

pass while we are raising our kids.   Safe to say, some are carrying heavy burdens and all are carrying 

burdens.  It is also safe to say that living in a time that is so clearly turning more pagan each day is 

unsettling.  We are right to lean heavily on God’s sovereignty as nothing is too hard for him and his 

attributes.  The Christian can and should rest in knowing that our belief sets are fixed and cannot 



become variable, while the world praises itself for classifying all things as variable.  But what are we to 

do?  We are to strain towards the goal.  We are to strive towards holiness.  Friends, without knowing all 

the details of your lives and certain challenges, this is the answer that the bible gives us, it calls us to 

press on.   

Let me speak personally for a moment on Holiness.  As I studied this topic and in particular read Kevin 

DeYoung’s book, The hole in our holiness, I came across a comment he made that made me completely 

stop.  He stated “The bible is realistic about holiness.   And references 2 Corinthians 13:5” 

Examine yourselves, to see whether you are in the faith. Test yourselves. Or do you not realize this 

about yourselves, that Jesus Christ is in you? — unless indeed you fail to meet the test! 6 I hope you will 

find out that we have not failed the test. 

Paul asks the Corinthians to examine their own lives for evidence of salvation. Such evidence would 

include trust in Christ, obedience to God, growth in holiness, the fruit of the Spirit, love for other 

Christians, positive influence on others, adhering to the apostolic teaching, and the testimony of the 

Holy Spirit within them.  The very fact that Paul is hoping they have not failed is proof that it can be 

passed!  The bible is realistic about Holiness and expects it out of the Christian. This was SO encouraging 

to me.  We need to stop seeing Holiness as some type of unreachable state and embrace the fact that 

the bible sees it as a fundamental characteristic of being Christian.  

  The bible knows that for all the talk of dying to sin and living to God means there is still life in 

the flesh and sin popping its ugly head up. The Christian life should be marked by obedience.  It involves 

a fight, a striving.  We have the Holy Spirit in our corner fighting with us and for us.  Sin may win some 

battles, but we already know who wins the war.  We are no longer a slave to sin but free.  It has no 

dominion over us.  The Christians position is holy, as a beloved child of God and because of this union 

with Christ we are in effect called now to “live like it”.  Several weeks ago, Pastor Dave was preaching on 



2 Peter and said that Peter wanted us to become “more Christian”.  I nearly started clapping, because 

that is it!  We are to become what we already are. 

Now I want to take a moment to pause before we close.  I recognize that some of you might be 

sitting there saying “I know this is right, I know God is in control, I know this is what the Bible says.  But, I 

don’t want to do this.  I don’t want to endure all the yuck and pain.  I consider myself to not only be a 

believer but a mature one, I love the Lord my God. But I don’t feel so resolute.  I worry about the world 

we are handing over to the next generation”.  Let me first affirm that this is OK. This does not bring your 

salvation into question or make you “less of a Christian”.  There is a difference between not trusting God 

and recognizing that what we may be called to could be very hard and carry a high cost.  Two thoughts 

to address this line of thinking: 

 

1. Its ok you don’t want to do it.  Jesus didn’t want to do it in the Garden of Gethsemane.  3x he 

asked, “My father, if this cannot pass unless I drink it, your will be done”.  Now we must be careful to 

directly correlate our life with Jesus’ once and for all work on the cross.  But, what we can rightly take 

form this is the idea of knowing that obedience can carry such a high cost the we lament that there 

would be another way.  

2. Look to the book of Psalms as your great guide and comfort.  Lament is more than being sorry or 

talking about sadness.  It is more than walking through stages of grief.  Lament is a prayer in pain that 

leads to trust.  Friends about 1/3 of the 150 Psalms are laments!  It is not unusual for God’s people to 

express grief as they strive towards trusting.  This is OK.   

Psalm 77 

I cry aloud to God, 



    aloud to God, and he will hear me. 

2 In the day of my trouble I seek the Lord; 

    in the night my hand is stretched out without wearying; 

    my soul refuses to be comforted. 

3 When I remember God, I moan; 

    when I meditate, my spirit faints.  

4 You hold my eyelids open; 

    I am so troubled that I cannot speak. 

“Will the Lord spurn forever, 

    and never again be favorable? 

8 Has his steadfast love forever ceased? 

    Are his promises at an end for all time? 

9 Has God forgotten to be gracious? 

    Has he in anger shut up his compassion?”  

 

10 Then I said, “I will appeal to this, 

    to the years of the right hand of the Most High.”[b] 

 

11 I will remember the deeds of the Lord; 



    yes, I will remember your wonders of old. 

12 I will ponder all your work, 

    and meditate on your mighty deeds. 

13 Your way, O God, is holy. 

    What god is great like our God? 

14 You are the God who works wonders; 

    you have made known your might among the peoples. 

It is OK to not look forward to brokenness and not be eager for suffering.  The Psalms provide great 

comfort and freedom to the believer that it is part of our Christian experience to call out to God and say 

come now.   

But, we must be careful to work out our salvation in terms of turning the fear, anxiety, and thoughts of 

future pain into growing into a deeper level of trust with God, whose plans are sure.  

 

In an effort to more closely answer the initial question asked, here are a few parting thoughts on 

approaching “what are we to do today”. 

1. Holiness is expected and a battle that can be won.  2 Corinthians 13:5  

Paul is expecting us to pass the test.  

2. Faith fuels obedience.  To be obedient grow in Christlikeness  

3. I have heard wise and sage Christian leaders begin to say, “develop a doctrine of getting fired”.  

Meaning that the culture is becoming so Pagan that we must now expect resistance at a strong 

clip.  I certainly agree with this.  But, we ought to take a slightly different slant on this knowing 



that we have Union with Christ and that God wins in the end.  Thus, I would phrase it this way 

“expect to be pressed on your wisdom”. We have the truth and thereby wisdom, be ready to be 

pressed on it.   

4. Christianity has a cost, count the cost. One of my most consistent prayers over the last year has 

been “Lord, I know being yours has a cost, I accept that cost.  Please help me be ready to PAY 

that cost”.  At this risk of making an analogy never uttered from the pulpit before…we need to 

have our Christian AMEX card ready.  Don’t wait for the bill to be brought to work towards being 

ready to pay. 

5. Read old books by old Theologians.  Gain a historical view of Redemptive History and see that 

persecution and the paying of the cost is not new for the church.  Be encouraged by the fact 

that while our cultural ground moves beneath our feet, the church has been built upon a much 

more solid foundation. 

6. The Christian has already received Christ and is called to walk in him, As Kevin DeYoung says “BE 

WHO YOU ARE”.  

I know our Pastors and Elders would be happy to talk to anyone about their specific circumstances in 

trying to discern “what do we do”.  Yet, the biblical answer provided is to strain towards the goal.  I pray 

that we become a people who pursue holiness knowing it is not only a battle that can be won, but that 

for those who are in Christ, it is already who we are.  Wouldn’t we all love to see Westwood Church in 

Evansville, IN would become a bunch of STRIVERS.   

 

Oh Lord thank you for Sundays, thank you for your word.  As we live in a time and day with such 

wickedness and confusion, help us not to be deceived by what culture tells us of norms. Help us to 

remember that the hierarchy of norms is also a hierarchy of facts.  Our God is the supreme norm, so he 



is also our supreme situation, and the supreme fact of our experience in which we must deal.  More 

specifically help us remember that God’s eternal plan which directs the whole course of nature and 

history, is our situation.  More specifically our situation is nature itself, our general perception of the 

world is perceived by our senses and reason which you gave us.  Help us to consider history of creation, 

the fall, and redemption.  But, more narrowly our own experience in redemptive history, what God is 

doing with us today. Strange as it may seem, we ourselves are part of our situation, for our decisions we 

must take into account.  Help us to merge our situation with our calling.   We are not meant to live a life 

of religious ease and security.  We cannot sleep or doze off along our way to heaven.  For if the bible is 

the rule of our faith and practice, we will find our course laid down very plainly, and we must strain 

towards the goal, we must strive towards holiness out of our union with God.  May it be so today.  

Amen.   

 


